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One more application of root fiding Optimization

One may wish to
find x such that Axl is as large

or small as possible on some interval a b

If f is come
Thea thethma

occurs at a b or one location in
ab when fYx O

find the root of f check

vats at a b

If f1st 0 then apply Newton's Method to the
Auction g f

Xu Xu 91 1 51 1
Xu fMff xn

same idea

EkppingCriteria
Since we neverknow the truer of the root how do
we determine when to stop the root finding iterations

examine successive iterations

If Xu 3 then for h sufficiently large

19 Xu I 2 IS Xul
Therefor I Xu XuI O un Xu as best

guess for 9 and stop when IXu Kul E E



Generalization Fixed pointers
Recall Newton'sMethod

Xun Xu hYfy gXu

If the true rout is 9 then 4 gls
If Xu S then Xu 3 We say he is a fixed

For arbitrary anchoring one PII.fggtxh.e.ite.at
could ask are there fixed

points

Does the iteration convoy

Graphically 3

Hani'sf x

fixedpointswhere x glX

Note Solving Hx 0 is equivalent to finding a

fixed point of glx fG x y

since glad X flat x X
b

µ
f11 0

Definition A simpleiteration is givin by
Xut glad

when we assume g is continuous on a b and that

glad c a b for all x cCats this condition guarantees the
existence of a fixed point by the following theorem



Bn T Poi m If g is as abou then
there exists 3c ab such that 3 gls
Pinot Suice gladc laid for all xelais it is easyto
show that girl X hix has atleast one not in aib

Hirt show that hla hlb 20

Next we are most iterested in showing that some type of
iteration conveys and therefore lets examine how g maps
small neighborhoods of points

I e if ye x s its then when is gly

GLIDE

f
x8 nets
Is

Definite Contraction let g be continuous on a b The
function g is acontraction on Cais if the exists a

number L with OLLLI such that

Iglad glyl I E L Ix yl for all myc aib

Thismeans that g maps points tovalues which
are closer together

If L is allowed to be any positive number then
this is known as a Lipschitz Ie if L is also
allowed to be 31 compare withLipschitz continuous fwm Analysis



theorem ContractionMappingTheorem

Let g be continuous or a b glx cCaD for all c aib

and assume that g is a contraction a b

Then g has a unique fixed point S gls
Furthermore xu glxn converges to 3 for any
initial starting valve Xo CCab

Proof next tire


